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To Whom It May Concern. 
I write to briefly express my values and concerns around the seemingly relentless
proposals to ‘develop’ in Exmouth Gulf. Please find below my responses to the 5 questions
offered to me, for response. 

1. What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify
with in and around Exmouth Gulf? As a family, we value Exmouth gulf for its
untouched, pristine beauty. It is like nowhere on earth. So quiet, majestic and
raw. 

2. What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf? Surfing,
snorkelling, bush walking, camping (under the stars in our swags), swimming,
SUPing (quietly exploring the reefs). 

3. What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf?
Everything! We *can* create jobs from eco-tourism and from developing research
and university education in this area (perhaps explore the revenue James Cook
brings to Townsville as an example of what an alternative to industrialisation can
do). 

4. What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your
sector or business? The environmental pressures are daily. From one animal
dying every 30 seconds from plastics in the oceans, to the death of endangered
marine life (dugongs and leatherback turtles for example) from boat propeller’s,
to the fear that most species of shore birds are in line to become extinct in the
not too distant future, to the fear that so many endangered species will loose
their last remaining habitats, should this area become industrialised. It is genuine
disbelief that we are still fighting for this.  

5. Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are
aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf? Other than SubSea7 and the
frequent threat of salt mines in the local area? I’m not sure. I do know though that
local council shouldn’t be making local residents essentailly choose a sentiment
of either the environment or jobs. It isn’t fair, accurate, nor generative of a
cohesive and friendly township. Like many leaders of today, making these
sentiments are divisive and the knock-on effect of such social division can be
seen across the entire community (it has impacted on and created social and
public health issues). 

With thanks

 

 






